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Hi Everybody, 
I'm looking forward to seeing as many of you as can 
make it to our match April 29th at Solano Community 
College. Anne Spalding Prill will be the judge present. 
There will be special classes for handling and couch 
potatoes as well as a_ lure course which can qualify 
your hound for ASFA Trials. Congratulations to all the 
hounds (and their people) who marched in the St. 
Patrick's Day Parade in San Francisco. A wonderful job 
was done which ga~ered a .. Third Place and $100 for 
the treasury. Don't forget to pay your dues which are 
$15.00 for a family or $10.00 for a single. We will be 
having our Annual Meeting and dinner June 10th in 
Antioch. Details will be mailed. 

See you soon! 

Marilyn Shaw 
President 

NCIWC ALL BREED 
LURE COURSE 

Mark your calendars. NCIWC is sponsoring an All 
Breed ASFA Lure Course on July 1st, at Placencia 
Fields in tracy. The Irish Wolfhound Association of the 
West Coast will follow with theirs on July 2nd, same 
locations. 

Make sure to qualify your hounds at our Specialty 
Match on April 29th. Then come and have a whole lotta 
fun watching your hounds chase the "BUNNY"! 

Robin Burchett will be sending our premium lists. If you 
have any questions, please call her at (510) 689-9765 or 
jot a note: 2213 Greenbrier St., Concord, CA 94520-1441 



San Francisco, March 12, 1995 

On March 11th it was POURING 
and had been for DAYS! On 
March 3th it was pouring even 
harder. BUT, miraculously, on 
March 12th, the day of the St. 
Patrick's Day Parade, it was 
gorgeous. 

Perfect weather brought 
thousands of spectators to 
watch the parade. The new 
route this year took us from the 
Civic Center to the Embar
cadero via Market St. 

The Grand Marshall was Jack 
Webb who happens to own Irish 
Wolfhounds. I'm sure he was 
very proud to see our 26 IW's. 
YES - 26!!! What an impression 

we made all along the route. The traditional baton twirlers, 
high school bands, mounted police, floats, Irish dancers, and 
bagpipers were all there but can't compare to a group of families 
and friends walking proudly with 26 majestic gentle giants. 
(So, I'm a bit prejudiced.) Anyway, we were terrific. The 
applause all along the way was heartwarming. 
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Leading the way, one on each side of the Club banner, were 
Smoke and Aisling all decked out in bright green silk jackets 
with Peter & Stephanie by their sides. Our own Chuck 
Stockham drove all the way from McKinleyville so he and 
Magic could have a "guys day out" and enjoy their first 
parade. Madeline Pearson and Tim Avery were there with 
Tara and Turlough. They never miss the Parade. Nancy 
Gruenwald arrived with Marumac Gabro, who had just won a 
3 point major at the Del Valle Show. Aggie Curtis came after 
the show, too, and walked Michael, and our dear friend Coral 
Engert had Sheena. Karen LoPresti and Chris Johnson 
walked Murphy who wore his green hat and scarf the entire 
route and was a big hit! Kristy MacDonald with Dillon and 
Kirby Overcash with Judah enjoyed their first parade. Dillon 
was so handsome in his bouncy shamrock headband. Phil and 
Kim Morris brought Brix and their new puppy, Willow. The 
Trifelettis marched along with DiMaggio and Misty and 
Lynn and Audrey had Calli and Tip. New comer Craig 
Cooper walked Digger and Adrian and Catherine Downes 
had Chieftan and Maeve. Danny Girl decided she didn't like 
the drill team in front of us so she rode in the van. Actually, 
she liked the drill team; she just didn't like their drums! 
Marsha Walsh joined in towards the end of the parade with 
her beloved Cassie who hasn't missed a parade in years. 
Mike Nelson and his friend Carol teamed up with Rheanna 
and Kendra. Nicole had Daemon and our friend, Jim Davis , 
walked with Cuchulain. Yours truly carried the Club banner 
with the help of my daughter. 
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The parade wouldn't be 
complete without Ken 
and Buzzie driving the 
van. 

After passing the re
viewing stand, Kristy 
and I did a bit of PR 
work talking to the 
bagpipers. They may 
join us next year. 

Hope you all saw Aisling 
on the Channel 4 news. 
She was great. 

NEWS FLASH! 
On March 18th we were 
notified that we were 
awarded THIRD PLACE! 
That's $100.00 
Club Treasury. 
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AIRLINE _ 
CRATE , 
UPDATE 
American Airline's service, once the 
best in the industry, has dropped (for 
dogs as well as people). All carriers go 
through · cycles and American is 
clearly on a down turn. On the other 
hand, United's service has improved 
because many of the employees 
really act as though they own the 
airline. Although we personally have 
not flown Northwest for some time 
because the opportunity has not 
arisen, our recent contacts with them 
lead us to believe that they take very 
seriously the handling of live animals. 

' 
In 1994 we again sent crates that 
could be used in the air shipment of 
dogs to Hauser Laboratories in 
Boulder, Colorado. This is the second 
time Hauser has done tests for us 
which was a definate advantage! 

· We tested Vari-Kennels with the new 
door ordered by United Air lines, Ken-
1 Aire Crates with the covers and 
bumbers and Furrarri Kennels. 

The new United door on the Vari
Kennel is a pain to assemble and a 
pain to close, since the pins and the 
holes do not line up as well as they 
might, but the doors stay closed when 
the kennel drops, a big plus. As 
always, these kennels stay relatively 
cool when left in the sun. 

The doors on the Ken-I Aire crates 
also stayed closed when the kennel 
dropped. However, the pan slid out far 

enough that the 
inhabitant's leg could go 
through the opening 
resuling in serious injury. 
They got warmer than the 
Vari Kennels when left in 
the sun. 

~ 
Suddenly, amidst all the confusion, Fifi seized 

the controls and saved the day. 

When ''· Rod McKeever, 
Hauser's chief engineer 
first saw the Furrarri 
kennels, he remarked how 
well designed they were 
and how much prettier 
they were than the Vari
Ken nels. Looks are 
deceiving I When Rod took 
the kennels out of my van, 
the side latches 
(advertised as "vibration 
proof") fell off in his hand. 
He then questioned the 
wisdom of the dark 
colored bottoms. He was 
right! In our tests, the 
kennels got much warmer 
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than the others because the dark 
bottoms absorbed the heat. When 
they were dropped, the doors came 
out and the side latches fell off. Our 
suggestion: don't ship in them. We 
contacted Dogloo, the manufacturer. 
Mike Farmer was unavailable and has 
not returned our calls. When we told 
his assistant, Robin, that the doors 
came out she laghed. We are not 
amused at the thought of frightened 
dogs running loose at an airport. 

All of us owe thanks to Gayle Martz, 
owner of Sherpa's Pet Trading 
Company, who convinced Delta 
Airlines to allow small dogs and cats 
to be carried on board their flights. 
Delta was the only major carrier 

which did not allow dogs and cats in 
the cabin. The only two carry on bags 
guaranteed acceptance on all the 
major airlines are the hard plastic 
carrier made by Dqskocil and the 
Sherpa bag. 

In answer to the question I am asked 
weekly, I ship puppies in a modmed 
Vari-Kennel. However, I became so 
worried about my adult dogs, that I paid 
the price for a custom made, non
folding aluminum kennel. Now I am sure 
I have done all I can to protect my dogs. 

By Priscilla Benkin 
Submitted by The Stockham's 

1994-112 American Dog Owners Assoc. 

Airline Transportation & Crate Test Update 

r liiieSt'CaiistersT , 
I Pack Up_ Your Hounds I 
I and Head North I 
I Why? SPECIALTY*** SPECIALTY*** SPECIALTY I 

Whose? Irish Wolfhound Club of Canada Regional Specialty 

I of B.C. and The Western Gazehound Specialty 1 
When? June 3rd, 1995 

I Where? Bumby Fraser Foreshore Park 1 (Only 2 hr. drive past Puget Sound Specialty site.) 

Judge? Noted Breeder- Judge: Mr. John Briggs (England) 

I ~~~~~~~ I 
Emma Ross-Awde - 604-921-6644 Fax - 604-921-6876 

L Pauline Weisberger - 604-941-6280 • Karen Brumpton - 604-898-5430 .J -------- . 
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Sweet Dreams 
for Canines 
OK - snoozing canines are con
sidered a boring topic, you say, 
right? Wrong! There's more to dog 
sleep-an intriguing subject to many 
people-than you can imagine. In 
fact research reveals that your dog 
is far from simply indulging in an 
interval of quiet rest while 
sleeping. Here's why. 

Sleeping Canines 
Dog sleep, like human slumber, is a 
combination of mental and physical 
activity. You need only observe your 
own dog to make this discovery for 
yourself. 

Sleep researchers agree that in 
dogs, like human, there are two 
different types of sleep: "REM" 
(rapid eye movement), which is 
characterized by rapid, jerky 
movement of the eyeballs and is 
associated with dreaming, and non
REM sleep. Non-REM, or "slow 
wave" sleep, occupies about three 
quarters of total slumber time and 
occurs first. 

During non-REM sleep, your dog 
experiences a variety of actions: 
Blood pressure and body tem
perature drop Heart rate and 
metabolism slow down Muscles 
relax Brain electroencephalo
graphic activity patterns are a 
mixture of fast and slow waves. 

This light sleep may continue for 10 
to 30 minutes, during which any 
sound-big or small-may easily 
awaken your dog. 

After the non-REM sleep, dogs take 
the plunge into· REM sleep, a 
magical mystery, deep-slee p tour. If 
~· dog ha~ n9t mov~d at -all during 
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the non-REM period, it usually will 
reposition itself once before going 
into dream sleep. 

Sweet Dreams 
"It is very likely that dogs do 
dream," says Linda K. King, 
D.V.M., of Atlanta. Also, brain wave 
patterns of dogs during REM sleep 
are similar to human REM brain 
wave patterns. 

Although most dreaming occurs 
during REM sleep, also known as 
"dream sleep" or "deep sleep," dogs 
(more often than cats) exhib it 
distinct signs of wakefulness 
during this period. What's more, if 
you observe your dog wagging his 
tail or yipping and growling in his 
sleep, it's quite possible he's having 
a dream, King notes. 

According to one sleep study in the 
Journal of Veterinary Medicine 
(Vol. 194, No. 5, March 1, 1989) 
dogs ,more than cats, will paddle 
with all four limbs. This behavior, 
along with vocalization, suggests 
to dog owners that Rover is 
dreaming of the so called "chase." 
Researchers also report that a dog's 
sounds during REM sleep are 
caricatures of normal barks, howls 
and yelps. 

But, "The most characteristic 
physical indication of REM sleep is 
a sudden burst of eye movements," 
points out animal behavioral 
scientist Michael W. Fox, D.Sc., 
Ph.D., of the Humane Society of the 
United States and author of 
"Understanding Your Dog." 

The paradox of deep sleep," adds 
Fox, "is that although the sleeper is 
at lowe;;t level of consciousness and 
is difficult ·to awaken, the EEG 
patterns suggest that the brain is as' 
active as_it is inthe waking state." 



Although the motions your dog 
exhibits in dream sleep are 
inconsistent, the duration of 
REM sleep is constant. In 
clinically normal dogs this sleep 
stage lasts approximately 10 
minutes per episode. 

"Experts believe that dogs experience 
nightmare after traumatic events 
such as a fight or injury. Waking a 
dog during a nightmare may result in 
a bite," says King. So the consensus 
is, if your dog appears to be 
dreaming after a trauma, let him 
be. But, Fox cautions, if you do 
decide it's a good idea to comfort 
him take extra care since your dog 
may be scared and disoriented. 

Getting those ZZZ's 
We know that cats spend more time 
sleeping or "catnapping'' than dogs. 
However, there are only theories to 
explain why sleep is necessary. One 
reason for sleep is that it can 
consolidate memory and learning, 
says Stacey Jeanne Farely, a dream 
expert and author of "Under
standing Your Dreams." "The REM 
cycle also rejuvenates tired bodies." 

So what causes a dog to sleep a 
certain amount of time? 

Sleep experts agree there's no 
single reason. But the duration of 
sleep can vary depending upon the 
degree of hunger, sexual arousal, 
environment and age of the dog. 

Puppies, for example, experience 
only REM sleep for the first four 
weeks of their lives. "One part of the 
hind region of the brain, which is 
known as the reticular formation 
and which actually keeps the btain 
awake or alert, is poorly developed 
at birth. This is why pups spend so 
much time sleeping," Fox notes. 
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Adult dogs, however, slumber much 
more. New York based animal 
behaviorist Dr. Peter Borshelt says, 
"Some dogs with working owners 
will sleep 16 hours per day-eight 
hours while you're gone, eight 
hours while you sleep at night." 

The fact remains, while cats are 
crepuscular, which means they are 
more active at dawn and dusk, dogs 
are more diurnal, like humans. "In 
other words," explains Fox, "dogs 
are more active during the day than 
during the night. It's part of their 
natural hunting behavior." 

Sleep Disorders 
Even though sleep disorders are a 
significant human medical dilemma, 
studies on dog sleep disorders are 
scanty. Although they are not 
common, veterinarians do know that 
there are two primary sleep disorder: 
narcolepsy and sleep apnea. 

Narcolepsy, experts say, can be 
found in a number of dog breeds. 
The syndrome includes excessive 
daytime sleepiness and sudden 
lapses of REM sleep. Treatment? 
The use of stimulants and anti
depressants have been used in 
dogs. The result is varying success. 
The problem with the treatment is 
that the drugs do have side effects. 

The second sleep disorder is apnea, 
when breathing stops during sleep. 
According to experts, upper airway 
obstruction of breeds such as 
Bulldogs and Pugs might pre
dispose them to . sleep apneas as 
adults. Sleeping with their head 
raised-perhaps on a sofa arm-may 
help these dogs to straighten the 
airway, vets say. 
By Cal .Orey 
Dog World 3/95 
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ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS m 
DUES DUES DUES are DUE DUE DUE!!! ~ 

Yes, you're right, it does seem like only yesterday but another ·g 
year will fast be rolling up to the kitchen table and wanting to m 
be fed its just desserts. So please, to remain a member in 
goodstanding, step to the stove and cook up a check 
BEFORE June 1, 1995. Send to Treasurer,Chuck Stockham 
at 1416 Bel Nor Rd., McKinleyville, CA 95819 

~ ~ 

~ The Annual NCIWC match will be held at the Solano College ~ 
c::i on April 29, 1995. Ann Prill (Kellcastle) will be our judge. Cl> 

~ Stephanie Brown is show chairman. A flyer will be sent. Come ~ 
~ for the fun,food and chatter. You'll love it. You will! g 
5 m 
$ s3na $ s3na $ s3na $ s3na $ s3naa $ s3na $ s3na $ s3na 

MAKING CANCER THERAPY MORE BEARABLE 
Cornell Animal Health Newsletter 
March 1995 

Vomiting after chemotherapy for 
cancer is one of the most stressful 
parts of that therapy. In human 
patients the dread of this reaction 
to antitumor drugs is so severe that 
some patients experience a kind of 
anticipatory nausea even as they 
approach the clinic where they are 
to be treated. Fortunately, 
antiemetic drugs can reduce 
nausea and vomiting in many 
patients. But whether such drugs 
can do the same for canine patients 
is still uncertain. 

Two anitemetics, butorphanol and 
cyproheptadine, were studied in 
dogs by a group at Tufts University 
headed by Antony S. Moore, BVSc, 
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MVSc. The dogs in the study were 
receiving the frequently prescribed 
antitumor drug cisplatin (the dogs 
have a variety of cancers). Although 
effective on tumors, cisplatin does 
cause vomiting, and dogs that vomit 
after the first treatment are also 
prone to vomit on subsequent 
treatment. Furthermore, smaller 
dogs tend to vomit more frequently 
than larger dogs because cisplatin is 
given in larger doses to smaller dogs. 

The study found that while 
cyproheptadine was not an 
effective antiemetic in dogs, 
butorphanol was. The Tufts group 
is now recommending that 
butorphanol be given to dogs to 
prevent chemo therapy-induced 
vomiting when cisplatin is used. 



Aisli11g! 

With Authority! 
Baile brae Riabhach Aisling, the Number 1 

lllational [+Jpenliield [ioursing mssociation 
Irish Wolfhound in 1994. 

You Go, Girlfriend! 
Congrats to her best friend Castlemain, Fch., 
the Number 2 ASFA Irish Wolfhound in 1994. 

Breeder 
Bailebrae 

Maria Theresa Grotano 
William Barry 
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Owners 
Peter & Stephanie Brown 



PET LOSS 
A Hotline For Help 
Do dogs go to heaven? 

My Collie disappeared one month ago. 
I've done all I can to find him. I imagine 
him sold for research, trapped, hurt or 
starving somewhere. How can I set my 
mind to rest? 

I had to euthanize my dog, and I'm 
wracked with guilt. Is this normal? 

Our 8 year old son is de-vastated by his 
cat's death. How can we help him deal 
with his grief? Would another pet help? 

Our 15 year old black Labrador died two 
years ago. I have long since come to 
terms with the loss, but my partner is 
still grieving. Is professional help 
needed? 

Our beloved dog is dying. What can we 
do with his remains? How can we 
memorialize him? 

Such questions are typical of the many 
calls received by Pet Loss Support 
Hotline at the University of California, 
Davis. The hotline, one of a number of 
programs of the Center for Animals in 
Society, was established in 1989 by 
Bonnie Mader, M.S., and Kelly Palm, 
then a Junior in veterinary school. It 
was the first of its kind in the United 
States. 

Mader, who has a master of science 
degree in Marriage, Family, Child 
Counseling, had been doing grief and 
bereavement work regarding pet loss 
for about four years when Palm came 
to work with her on some studies at the 
Center for Animals Society during the 
summer of 1988. Palm noticed that 
Mader's day as a research associate 
was being interrupted by what turned 
out to be pet loss calls. Palm, now a 
vet erinarian in Fairfield, CA, thought 
that helping out with some of these 
calls would be a good learning 

experience for veterinary students. 

Initially Mader thought the hotline 
wouldn't be a good idea because the vet 
students weren't trained in counseling. 
Then she called the local suicide 
hotline's executive director and learned 
that the average person staffing the 
suicide hotline is a high school 
graduate who goes through intensive 
training. So, she thought if veterinary 
students were specifically trained, the 
Pet Loss Hotline was feasible. 

"It's a really abbreviated training -six 
hours total- as the students have little 
free time," says Mader. "It's a very concen
trated version of the training that you 
must go through to staff a suicide 
hotline." 

"I'm proud of this service. I'd like every 
veterinary school to have a hotline. I hear 
from students who are now out in practice 
saying that manning the hotline was 
some of the best training that they got. It's 
practical, and when they're out there as 
companion prac-titioners, they know how 
to be kind when pet owners have to say 
goodbye to their treasured pets. They know 
how to convey compassion with confidence. 
Other-wise, they don't get that kind of 
education in veterinary school." 
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Her wish for more calls from veteri
narians has come true. Vets now refer 
people to the hotline from Canada and 
throughout the United States. 

"We have handouts for people con
sidering euthanizing their pet, which we 
send out without charge. Our students 
are wonderful. Our callers get a lot of 
TLC. If it's warranted, they get a follow
up letter from the student who took the 
call. The student reviews what 
happened during the call and gives 
reassurance." 
"We try to stay away from giving 
advice," Mader says. "If the caller is 
struggling with a decision, what we can 
do is to provide additional information 
or input that might help them clarify 
what the issues are .. . The goal of the 
hotline is to empower the caller into 



clarifying their own issues into making 
up their own mind, because they're the 
ones who have to live with the 
decisions." 

Coping with the Loss of a Pet. 
Lemieux, Christina M. Wallace R Clark: 1992 

Living Through Personal Crisis. 
Stearns, Anne Kaiser. Ballantine: 1984 

The hotline deals with calls regarding all 
varieties of pets. The Pet Loss Support 
Hotline at the University of California, 
Davis can be contacted at: (916) 752-4200 
from 6:30 to 9:30 P.M. (Pacific Time), 
Monday through Friday. Summer hours 
are 6:30 to 9:30 P.M. (Pacific Time) 
Tuesday through Thursday. 

Maya's First Rose. 
Kosins, Martin Scott Villard Books, NY : 1993 

When Your Pet Dies: How to Cope with Your 
Feelings. 
Quakenbush, J. and Graveline, D. Simon & 
Schuster: 1985 (out of print) 

Pet Loss Support Hotline Suggested 
Reading: 

ByEve Marar 
Dog Wor/,d 3 I 95 

HOROSCOPE 
We didn 't have room for this 
in the last issue. So here 
you have it. 

Sagittarius 
Nov 23 to Dec 21 

This is the freedom lover of 
the canine kingdom. He 
prefers to be with congenial 
friends rather than with his 
family. His ruling planet, 
Jupiter, gives him a happy
go-lucky disposition. He 
believes the world should 
be a happy place, and 
spends his time trying to 
make it so. His symbol, The 
Archer, reveals that he de
sires recognition. Sagittarius 
is happiest when minding 
everybody's business along 
with his own. He appears to 
be a perpetual puppy, never 
growing old in thought or 
deed. He is an impatient do
it-now type who can be 
annoying to his owner 
wishing to sleep late on a 
Sunday morning . A 
sympathetic dog, he will 
probably invite a stray or 
two home for a square 
meal. But heaven help the 

uninvited that steal his food . 
He can become explosive 
against this crime and his 
impatience will cloud his 
understanding of the 
starving stray. This is an 
ardent outdoors dog, 
preferring to spend his time 
in the fresh air and 
sunshine. He loves outdoor 
competitions and trials. To 
confine him would induce 
poor health and a rapid 
decline. Avoid frivolous gifts 
for the Sagittarius dog. He 
prefers tailored toggery in 
shades of green and warm 
browns. 

Capricorn 
Dec 22 thru Jan 20 

This is the pessimist of 
dogdom. He needs no 
reason to slide into spells of 
despondency. His ruling 
planet, Saturn, has given 
him the valuable gift of 
responsibility. It matters not 
what duty he is required to 
handle, he will treat the task 
with determination until 
completed. His symbol , The 
Goat, urges him to cling 
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tenaciously to whatever 
interests him, believing that 
work is the meaning of 
existence. Capricorn is 
concerned about his 
comfort and security and 
thus may acquire a 
collection of treasures and 
groceries as a hedge 
against lean days. With his 
somber outlook on life, he 
sometimes needs to be 
taught how to play. Because 
of this, he probably won't do 
well performing for the 
public's entertainment. He 
can succeed in any service 
such as herding or sled 
team where he should be 
the lead dog. He's good at 
keeping other dogs under 
control. This fellow is hardy 
and muscular and enjoys 
good health. Even minor 
upsets won't keep him from 
his work. Metal and jewels 
are best for him - a link 
collar in black, perhaps. 

Canine Horoscope 
- By Edna Travinek 
Courtesy of Mary Majors 
Hounds' Bugle - 12184 
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Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club 
Board Meeting - February 26, 1995 

The meeting was called to order by the President, Marilyn Shaw, at 10:40 A.M. at the ASFA Lure Course in 
Sacramento. Other Board Members present were Chuck Stockham, Carol Gabriel , Terry Burchett, Jackie 
Barnett, and Joan Trifeletti. It was MSP that the minutes be approved as written in the Bugle. 

Secretary's Report: The following correspondence had been received from AKC: Modification of policy on 
Back-to-Back Shows, announcement that AKC will no longer match funds with the Canine Defense Fund and will 
review other options, a memorandum that Clubs are encouraged to have a CPR certified person in attendance at 
their events and a brochure titled "Reaching Your Potential". This brochure stresses using public relations to 
promote Club functions and will be given to our education chairman, Brenda Taylor. 

Marilyn had received information from AKC regarding the Canine Legislation Department's efforts to make sure 
we have the right to keep and enjoy our dogs and prevent breeding restrictions. 

The Sir Francis Drake Kennel Club is considering dropping their April 1996 Show and having back to back 
Shows in September. We will send a note requesting that no !W's be entered at their Sat Show. 

Treasurer's Report: Chuck reported that we have a balance of $2,592.75 after paying for trophies, to last 4 
years, totaling $2,427.00. Our insurance premium is due and will be paid - $1 ,000,000.00 liability as in the past. 

Nominating Committee: Report has been mailed to all members. 

Match: Stephanie reported that Anne Prill will judge our April 29th Match and Nancy Aiken will do the qualifying 
lure course for dogs 11 months and older. The archery range at Solano College has been reserved. 

Advertising: Stephanie went over prices for Club ads. After discussion it was MSP that our ad will be plaoed in 
Dog Fancy Magazine. 

Specialty Show: Approval for our Show was received from IWCA. Debbie Aiken will be in charge of Specialty 
Fund, Carol Gabriel will do the auction and Greg Shaw will do trophies. Ring Stewards (2) will be from the 
Eureka K.C. Dinner reservations will be handled by Greg and Marilyn. Regarding the Lure Course: Al Krume will 
be Lure operator and Kathy Kelly and Jane Bullman will judge. Armtale mugs will be given to Judges and 
trophies for the winning dogs will be donated. 

All-Breed Lure Course: Terry reported that all is going smoothly. The dates are July 1st for NCIWC and July 
2nd for IWAWC. Ribbons will be needed for 11 breeds. 

Unfinished Business: The following names had been received for Judging: Judy Orsi, John Lewington, Tom 
Powers, Joel Samaha, Leo Borello, Nancy Aiken, Bev Little, Jurgen Rosner, Ingamar James and Jill Bregy. It 
was MSP that we get a Judge for our 1997 and 1998 Shows from this list. "' See below. 

A Chairman for our 1996 Show is needed. Tabled until the General Meeting. The General Mtg. will be held June 
10th after the Contra Costa Show. Greg will find a location. 

New Business: Jill Bregy will be the Legislation Liaison to the AKC. She has asked that each regional club 
appoint their president to receive all information from AKC Legislation Department. It is important that any matter 
involving Breeding Restrictions be brought to the attention of Marilyn. It is not the responsible dog owner who 
should be penalized for the problems caused by irresponsible breeders and owners. 

The Board was requested to add another editor (Robin Burchett) to the Bugle staff. It was MSP that this is a 
Bugle staff decision and they will be requested to decide whether another co-editor is needed at this time. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:15. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Carol Gabriel 
NCIWC Secretary 

'"When the ballot is sent out members will be requested to select three names in order of preference. Judge 
receiving the most votes will be allowed to choose 1997 or 1998. 
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